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ScienceDirect – Extensive Multi-disciplinary Full-Text Database

ScienceDirect is the largest online journal platform in the world with more than 2,500 journals in 24 subject areas owned and published by Elsevier and more than 33,000 eBooks.

- Publishes over 25% of the world’s full-text scientific journals with several high-profile journal titles such as Cell, The Lancet and Tetrahedron
- Over 13,859,000 articles are available online
- It is also the most referenced journal platform in the world with an average of 25% citations coming from journals on ScienceDirect
- Over 250,000 articles on ScienceDirect are open access
Elsevier is the top scientific content provider of vital interdisciplinary information essential across industries and disciplines.

**Scientific Research Articles Published**

#1 Global Provider
- Publish 25% of world’s journal articles
- 2,500 active journals
- 33,000 book titles
- 900 serials
- Over 13 million full-text articles

**Global team**
- 74 offices in 24 countries
- 7,000 Journal Editors
- 70,000 Editorial Board Members
- 600,000 authors

**Multi-disciplinary content**

- **Life Sciences***
- **Math & Comp Sci**
- **Physics**
- **Chemistry & Chemical Engineering**
- **Materials Science & Engineering**
- **Earth Sciences**
- **Soc Sciences**
- **Health Sciences**

* Includes biological and biotechnology-related fields, neuroscience, pharmacology, toxicology
Elsevier Journals that Rank No.1 in Subject Categories (2014) – Impact Factor

No.1 in 62 categories (out of 232 categories)

Source: Thomson Reuters Journal Citation Reports 2014
Exploring Literature Needs

Time (in hours): Approximately how much time last week did you spend on the following activities?

- Reading research: 11.4 hours
- Keeping up-to-date with your field: 2.2 hours
- Searching online scientific literature: 2.1 hours
- Managing research articles: 0.7 hours
- Reading research: 2.5 hours
- Annotating research articles and keeping a record of these: 0.3 hours
- Developing hypotheses for investigation: 0.7 hours
- Reviewing manuscripts (peer review): 1.1 hours
- Obtaining in-depth knowledge on a subject: 1.8 hours

1. Reading research
2. Keeping up-to-date with your field
3. Searching online scientific literature
4. Obtaining in-depth knowledge on a subject

The researchers’ challenge is in these use cases

Source: Researcher Behaviour, June 2014, Customer Insights
There are a number of roles that ScienceDirect must fill

Researchers have told us that to feel confident they have the necessary knowledge, they need a tool that will…

Help me discover the relevant information

Keep me informed of the latest developments and news

Give me access to the detail

Make the process quick and easy

Source: ScienceDirect positioning & messaging research (June 2014)
Let’s Start with sciencedirect.com
ScienceDirect

1. Registration and Sign-in ScienceDirect
2. Remote Access
3. Searching
4. Using your result
5. Searching Tips
6. Finding Publication
7. Journal Homepage
8. Top Journal/articles
Registration
Why Registration

1. Utilize Alert system
   - Journal alert
   - Search alert
   - Topic alert

2. Create list of Favorite Journal & books
3. Personalization e.g. Search history
This registration form uses Google’s new reCAPTCHA test to prevent use by robotic programs. The new reCAPTCHA is designed to be simple and accessible. A significant number of users will pass the reCAPTCHA challenge without having to solve a CAPTCHA. Instead, with just a single click they’ll confirm they are not a robot. For the visually impaired, reCAPTCHA provides an audio CAPTCHA option.

To register without completing the reCAPTCHA test, please contact Elsevier Customer Support.

('* = required field)

Create a unique sign in to use in Elsevier products

Your details

First name: ★
Family name: ★

E-mail and password

Enter a password between 6 and 20 characters. Your e-mail address will be your username.

E-mail address: ★
Password: ★
Confirm password: ★

Show alert & other settings

I wish to receive information from Elsevier B.V. and its affiliates concerning their products and services.

I have read and understood the Registered User Agreement.

I'm not a robot

Register

If you are having problems registering, please contact us.
Remote Access

IP Network CAMPUS

VPN

Remote users

Remote Access
Register by using your institution email
REMOTE ACCESS

Currently over 250,000 articles on ScienceDirect are open access

Articles published in our open access journals are peer-reviewed and made free for everyone to read and download. Permitted reuse is defined by the authors’ choice of user license.

View the open access journal directory
View all the publications with open access articles
Read more about Elsevier’s open access publishing
Remote access registration

ScienceDirect

Apply for remote access

If your institution is a ScienceDirect customer, you may be able to access our publications remotely. Enter your email address from the institution that offers ScienceDirect (e.g., name@university.edu) to check if you have access.

Continue
Searching

Quick Search by Keyword

Searching by Author name

Searching by Journal Title

Searching by Volume, Issue or page
Searching
Advance Search

Search for

AND

Search history

Search for articles from our full-text collection using this search form. Click the Help button for step-by-step instructions on conducting a search using this form. Consult the Search Tips for information about the use of connectors, wildcards, and other search options which can improve the precision of your search.

Operator Boolean
For Combination search
Advance Search

Where you want to do search with the keyword

Search for

AND ▼

AND

OR

AND NOT

Title ▼

All Fields
Abstract, Title, Keywords
Authors
Specific Author
Source Title

Keywords

Agricultural and Biological Sciences
Arts and Humanities
Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology

All Sciences

Search
Advance Search

Refine your search for journal only or books of both; open access etc.

Choose limitation of the subject area such as engineering only or agriculture etc.

Hold control key to select multiple entries

Filter by year
Advance Search

You can select other tab for search focus on Journal only or Book only
Advance Search

- Additional filter to limit your search by thick the check box (multiple entries)
- Search by volume, issue and page
- Book tab
Advance Search

Select source: Subscribed or my Favorite

Filter to limit your search by year, volume and pages
Advance Search

Search Image/picture
Advance Search

Limit to image or/and video
Advance Search

Reference work Tab
Expert Search

Free search method box
Example: “heart attack” AND stress AND “high pressure”
USING YOUR RESULT
Using your search Result

Number of search result: 99

See the abstract. Click!
Using your search Result

Sorting based on Relevance & Date

- Access type
  - Green (Entitle to full text)
  - Orange (Open Access)
  - Grey (not subscribed)

Abstract
Display Article Content

ScienceDirect

Citing Articles and Book Content

Keywords: Self-rated health; Health inequalities; Socioeconomic factors; Health determinants; Classification trees
Using your result

ScienceDirect

Search results: 99 results found for pub-date > 2015 and (heart attack) and (high blood pressure).

- Characteristics associated with self-rated health in the CARDIA study: Contextualising health determinants by income group

- Public health in linkage to land use: Theoretical framework, empirical evidence, and critical implications for reconnecting health promotion to land use policy

- Social relationships, loneliness, and mental health among older adults

- Cardiovascular and stress responses to short-term noise exposures—A panel study in healthy males
Using Your Result

Characteristics associated with self-rated health in the CARDIA study: Contextualising health determinants by income group

Shilpa Nayak a, Alan Hubbard b, Stephen Sidney c, S. Leonard Syme b

a Department of Public Health and Policy, The Whiter Building, Quantitative, The University of Liverpool, Liverpool L69 3GQ, UK
b School of Public Health, The University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, USA
c Kaiser Permanente Northern California Division of Research, Oakland, USA

ARTICLE INFO

Article History
Received 31 March 2016
Accepted 5 June 2016
Available online 8 June 2016

Keywords:
Self-rated health
Health inequalities
Socioeconomic factors
Health determinants
Classification trees

ABSTRACT

An understanding of factors influencing health in socioeconomic groups is required to reduce health inequalities. This study investigated combinations of health determinants associated with self-rated health (SRH), and their relative importance, in income-based groups. Cross-sectional data from year 15 (2000–2001) of the CARDIA study (Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults, USA) - 3648 men and women (mean 40 years) - were split into 5 income-based groups. SRH responses were categorized as higher/lower. Health determinants (medical, lifestyle, and social factors, living conditions) associated with SRH in each group were analyzed using classification tree analysis (CTA).

Income and SRH were positively associated (p < 0.05). Data suggested an income-based gradient for lifestyle/medical/social factors influencing conditions. Profiles, and relative importance of multi-domain health determinants, in relation to SRH, differed by income group. The highest ranking variable for each income group was chronic burden-persistent health problem (25.00), physical activity ($75 - $100,000), $100,000 - $200,000), and cigarette/day ($75 - $100,000). In lower income groups, more risk factors and chronic burden indicators were associated with SRH. Social support, control over life, optimism, and resources for paying for basics/medical care/health insurance were greater (3) with higher income.

SRH is a multidimensional measure. CTA is useful for contextualising risk factors in relation to health status.
Using your result

Download multiple PDF

Checkmark the PDF you want to download
Refining Result

Refining result by Year of publication, Publication title, topic, content type by doing the checkmark
EMAIL ALERT IN SCIENCEDIRECT

ScienceDirect

Alert

You via email

Journal Alert
  e.g. Fire & Safety

Topic Alert
  e.g. Leisure & Tourism
  Strategy Management, etc.

Search Alert
  e.g. Heart Attack &
  Blood pressure ;
  DC Motor in electric car, etc.

Allow you to have automatic alert system through your email for the specific topic/journals or search you interested in.
HOW TO CREATE EMAIL ALERT

• Based on Journals
• Based on Topic
• Based on Search
Manage Email Alert

Explore scientific, technical, and medical research.
Search for peer-reviewed journals, articles, book chapters and open access.

Manage Alert (setting)
#1 : Manage Email Alert from Manage alert menu

Manage Alert based on Journals
Manage Alert based on topic
Manage Alert based on topic
#2: Manage Email Alert from Search or Topic page

Manage Alert based on topic
#2: Manage Email Alert from Search or Topic page

Fill the name, email and preferred periodic update such as daily, weekly, monthly, inactive.
Example email alert from ScienceDirect

Sun 17/7/2016 8:17 AM
ScienceDirect Message Center <salert@prod.sciencedirect.com>
ScienceDirect Search Alert: Electric Car

1 New article available on ScienceDirect

Manage my alerts

Batteries, Rechargeable
Reference Module in Materials Science and Materials Engineering, 2016, Pages
L. Zhang, S. Revathi

Access the new result in ScienceDirect for: (electric car)
# Manage Email Alert

## Journal and book-series alerts
Alerts are sent to u.sanusi@elsevier.com. Visit your profile to edit your email.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alert name</th>
<th>Alert type</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>Publication type</th>
<th>Content view</th>
<th>RSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fire Safety Journal</td>
<td>Table of contents</td>
<td>As published</td>
<td>Edit alert, Delete</td>
<td>Journal</td>
<td>* Latest volume/issue, Articles in press</td>
<td><img src="https://www.sciedirect.com/science/alerts" alt="RSS" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Topic alerts
Alerts are sent to u.sanusi@elsevier.com. Visit your profile to edit your email.
You currently have no Topic alerts defined.
A Topic alert notifies you by email when new articles pertaining to a specific topic are available on ScienceDirect.

Select the topics you are interested in to create a Topic alert.

Add a topic alert

## Search alerts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alert name</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>Content view</th>
<th>RSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC Motor on Electric car</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Edit alert, Edit email, Delete</td>
<td>* Latest results, Archive</td>
<td><img src="https://www.sciedirect.com/science/alerts" alt="RSS" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Car</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Edit alert, Edit email, Delete</td>
<td>* Latest results, Archive</td>
<td><img src="https://www.sciedirect.com/science/alerts" alt="RSS" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Attack -1</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Edit alert, Edit email, Edit search, Delete</td>
<td>* Latest results, Archive</td>
<td><img src="https://www.sciedirect.com/science/alerts" alt="RSS" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Searching Tips
Searching Tips

- Not case-sensitive (lowercase or uppercase are same)
- Singular or plural will search both
- US English and UK English will search both (Color & Colour, centre and center, etc.)
- Searching with Phrase (more than 1 word)
  - Quote “xxxxx” → Fuzzy Search (singular, plural, UK/US, ignore symbol)
  - Curly bracket {xxxx} → Exact match (100% same)
  - Example “Heart Attack” and {Heart Attack}
**Searching Tips**

- **Wildcard**
  - * e.g. Toxi* → Toxid, Toxin, Toxicity etc.
  - ? e.g. Toxi? → Toxid and Toxin, not toxicity

- **Logical operator**
  - OR
  - AND
  - AND NOT
Finding Publication
Finding Publication

To go to the complete Journals list or Books list from anywhere in ScienceDirect, select the appropriate link.

Explore scientific, technical, and medical research on ScienceDirect

Search for peer-reviewed journals, articles, book chapters and open access content.

Keywords

Author name

Journal/book title

Volume

Issue

Page

Advanced search
Finding Publication

Choose your subject of interest

Apply to filter the subject
Finding Publication

Choose the journal
Journal Homepage

Computational Statistics & Data Analysis

Supports Open Access  About this Journal  Sample Issue Online  Submit your Article

Get new article feed
Get new Open Access article feed
Subscribe to new volume alerts
Add to Favorites

Copyright © 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved

Computational Statistics & Data Analysis
Volume 104, In Progress (December 2016)

Articles 1 - 2

All access types

Download PDFs  Export

This issue is In Progress but contains articles that are final and fully citable. For recently accepted articles, see Articles In Press.

Statistical Methodology for Data Analysis

- A distribution-free m-out-of-n bootstrap approach to testing symmetry about an unknown median
  Original Research Article
  Pages 1-9
  Vyacheslav Lyubchich, Xingyu Wang, Andrew Heyes, Yulia R. Gel
  Abstract  PDF (388 K)

- Power computation for hypothesis testing with high-dimensional covariance matrices
  Original Research Article
  Pages 10-29
  Ruixio Lin, Zhongying Liu, Shurong Zheng, Guosheng Yin
  Abstract  PDF (483 K)
Finding Publications

Physical Sciences and Engineering

From foundational science to new and novel research, discover our large collection of Physical Sciences and Engineering publications, covering a range of disciplines, from the theoretical to the applied.

Popular Articles
- The fluid budget of a continental plate bound... open access
- Journal of the Taiwan Institute of Chemical Engineers

Recent Publications
- WITHDRAWN: A Mini Review of Biological Phosphorus Removal Processes on Surfactants
- Water Research

View more popular articles >
Top 25 Hottest Articles on ScienceDirect

Physical Sciences and Engineering

Popular Articles

- What's in a name? Ages and names predict the... open access
- Computers in Human Behavior. Volume 55, Part B
- Simpl DSL toolkit
- Science of Computer Programming. Volume 114
- Correlation functions of the integrable higher-sp... open access
- Nuclear Physics B, Volume 831, Issue 3

Recent Publications

- New Scientist
  Volume 229, Issue 3056
- Chinese Chemical Letters
  Volume 27, Issue 1
- International Journal of Mining Science and Technology
  Volume 26, Issue 1

View more popular articles>
1. Hallmarks of Cancer: The Next Generation • Review article
   *Cell, Volume 144, Issue 5, Pages 646-674*
   Hanahan, D.; Weinberg, Robert A.
   [Cited by Scopus (10015)]

2. High-Resolution Microtubule Structures Reveal the Structural Transitions in αβ-Tubulin upon GTP Hydrolysis • Article
   *Cell, Volume 157, Issue 5, Pages 1117-1129*
   [Cited by Scopus (53)]

3. Users of the world, unite! The challenges and opportunities of Social Media • Article
   *Business Horizons, Volume 53, Issue 1, Pages 59-68*
   Kaplan, Andreas M.; Haenlein, Michael
   [Cited by Scopus (1838)]

4. Role of carnitine in cancer chemotherapy-induced multiple organ toxicity • Review article
   *Saudi Pharmaceutical Journal, Volume 18, Issue 4, Pages 195-206*
   Sayed-Ahmed, M.M.
   [Cited by Scopus (5)]

5. A Genome-wide CRISPR Screen in Primary Immune Cells to Dissect Regulatory Networks • Article
   *Cell, Volume 162, Issue 3, Pages 675-866*
   [Cited by Scopus (8)]

6. Cpf1 Is a Single RNA-Guided Endonuclease of a Class 2 CRISPR-Cas System • Article
   *Cell, Volume 163, Issue 3, Pages 759-771*
   Zetsche, B.; Gootenberg, Jonathan S.; Abudayeh, Omar O.; Slaymaker, Ian M.; Makarova, Kira S.; Essletzbichler, P.; Volz, Sara; Joung, J.; van der Oost, J.; Regev, A.; Koonin, Eugene V.; Zhang, F.

7. Business Models, Business Strategy and Innovation • Article
   *Long Range Planning, Volume 43, Issue 2-3, Pages 172-194*
   Teece, David J.
   [Cited by Scopus (586)]

8. CRISPR Inversion of CTCF Sites Alters Genome Topology and Enhancer/Promoter Function • Article
   *Cell, Volume 162, Issue 4, Pages 900-910*
   [Cited by Scopus (8)]

9. Highly parallel genome-wide expression profiling of individual cells using nanoliter droplets • Article
   *Cell, Volume 161, Issue 5, Pages 1202-1214*
ScienceDirect Top25 list

Enjoyed the ScienceDirect Top25 lists?
We now have some new ways for you to discover and explore top articles and see the impact of your own work.

Discover top articles
Access Journal homepages to view the most recent and most popular articles in your discipline.

See your author stats
Access your author stats to see how your articles are performing.

View top articles by journal
View personalized stats about your own work
Top Popular

Journals

Clear search and show all journals

Showing 1 - 20 of 26 Journals within "Decision Sciences And Computers"

Automatica

Computers & Industrial Engineering

Computers & Operations Research
Industrial engineering is one of the earliest fields to utilize computers in research, education, and practice. Over the years, computers and electronic communication have become an integral part of industrial engineering.

The journal aims at an audience of researchers, educators and practitioners of industrial engineering and associated fields. It publishes original contributions to the development of new computerized methodologies for solving industrial engineering problems, and applications of these methodologies to problems of interest to the broad industrial engineering and associated communities. It encourages...
Most Downloaded Articles

The most downloaded articles from Computers & Industrial Engineering in the last 90 days.

Performance measurement of supply chain management: A balanced scorecard approach
Rajat Bhagwat | Milind Kumar Sharma

Inventory management under uncertainty: A military application
Wilna L. Bean | Johan W. Joubert | ...
Most Cited Articles
The most cited articles published since 2011, extracted from Scopus.

Some generalized aggregating operators with linguistic information and their application to multiple attribute group decision making
Gui Wu Wei

State of the art literature review on performance measurement
S. S. Nudurupati | U. S. Bititei | ...

Decision-making with distance measures and induced aggregation operators
José M. Merigó | Montserrat Casanovas

Recent Articles

Call for Papers

Special Issue on Modeling, Algorithms and Metaheuristics for Supply Chain Systems

Special Issue on Big Data and Predictive Analytics Application in Supply Chain Management

Special Issues

Special issues published in Computers & Industrial Engineering.

Maritime logistics and transportation intelligence
Youfang Huang | Mitsuo Gen | ...

Applications of Computational Intelligence and Fuzzy Logic to Manufacturing and Service Systems
Cemalettin Kubat | Harun Taskin | ...


Recent Articles

Robust cross-dock scheduling with time windows
Anne-Laure Ladier | Gülgün Alpan

Optimal production-delivery policy for a vendor-buyers integrated system considering postponed simultaneous delivery
Tao Jia | Yuwei Liu | ...

Identification of congestion by means of integer-valued data envelopment analysis
Balal Karimi | Esmail Khorramp | ...

Conferences

The 46th International Conference on Computers and Industrial Engineering (CIE46)
Thank You

Ujang Sanusi
Elsevier – Research Solutions
Email: u.sanusi@Elsevier.com